Personal Responsibility Code

The member companies of FEMSA that provide emergency response equipment and services want responders to know and understand the following:

- Firefighting and Emergency Response are inherently dangerous activities requiring proper training in their hazards and the use of extreme caution at all times.
- It is your responsibility to read and understand any user’s instructions provided with any piece of equipment you may be called upon to use.
- It is your responsibility to know that you have been properly trained in Firefighting and/or Emergency Response and in the use, precautions, and care of any equipment you may be called upon to use.
- It is your responsibility to be in proper physical condition and to maintain the personal skill level required to operate any equipment you may be called upon to use.
- It is your responsibility to know that your equipment is in operable condition and has been maintained in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.
- Failure to follow these guidelines may result in death, burns or other severe injury.

Featured Products

The products shown in this catalog represent only a portion of the equipment we sell. Please contact us for all your water rescue, emergency, fire, safety, wildland, haz-mat, confined space and disaster preparedness equipment needs. In addition to the products we sell, we provide factory-authorized service and factory-certified training on the use, care and maintenance of our equipment.

For more information on our products, contact one of our locations listed on the following page. Additional information is available at LNCURTIS.com.

CURTIS is committed to the highest standards in business practices. Our commitment is evident by our support of those organizations that are instrumental in establishing that same high standard in the fire industry. Below are a few of the organizations in which we hold membership:

CURTIS proudly sponsors many Burn Foundations and other philanthropic organizations.
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SRT HARNESS
Designed in cooperation with a large Southern California fire department’s aviation unit and USAR teams to meet their requirements for an ergonomic rescue swimmer harness, the Swiftwater Rescue Technician (SRT) Harness combines vertical lift capability while being worn underneath a PFD.

- #202872 Small/Medium
- #202874 Large/X-Large

MULTI-PURPOSE DEVICE
The MPD allows you to go from lowering to raising without changing hardware.

- #333010 11mm
- #333000 13mm

HD PULLEYS
The HD (Heavy Duty) Pulleys are loaded with enhanced features including large high-efficiency anodized aluminum sheave and high-strength sealed bearings that minimize loss of mechanical advantage and will deliver optimum performance haul after haul.

- #300441 HD2 Single, Gray
- #300442 HD2 Double, Gray/Red
- #300461 HD4 Single, Red

CSR2 PULLEYS
The design of the all-new CSR2 (Confined Space Rescue) Pulley is stronger yet lighter and incorporates 7/16 in (11 mm) to 1/2 in (13 mm) lifeline.

- #300343 Pulley, Red/Gray
- #300342 Double Pulley, Gray

RESCUE PULLEY #300301
This lightweight, full-strength, Prusik-minding pulley is ideal for mountain rescue, swiftwater, or other technical teams where equipment weight is a significant consideration.

- #300301
Ideal for mountain rescue, swiftwater, ski patrol, tower work or other technical uses, where equipment weight is a significant consideration. These lightweight, full-strength Prusik-minding pulleys feature extremely low-profile stainless steel hardware.

- #300501 Single
- #300502 Double

The new Prusik-minding pulley (PMP) is ideal for high anchor points or tripod use.

The compact, lightweight PMP Swivel Pulley 1.1 is ideal for back-country use when every packable ounce matters.

Non-locking carabiners can be used for racking equipment or as the keeper carabiner on a load-release strap or mariner’s hitch.

- #300081 Brite, 1”
- #300083 Red, 1”
- #300085 Black, 1”

Recuers working in the most demanding circumstances will appreciate the ProSeries Aluminum Carabiners, the first aluminum carabiners to meet NFPA strength requirements for general use.

- #300253 XL Auto-Lock, Red
- #300241 XL Auto-Lock, Brite
PROTECH ALUMINUM KEY-LOCK CARABINER

Ideal for rescue and rope access, this anodized carabiner’s patented key-lock design does not hang up when unclipping from your harness or web.

- #300161  Screw-Lock, Brite
- #300165  Screw-Lock, Black
- #300169  Screw-Lock, Orange
- #300182  Manual-Lock, Slate
- #300189  Manual-Lock, Orange with Keeper
- #300193  Auto-Lock, Red
- #300153  Auto-Lock, Red with Keeper

STEEL LOCKING D CARABINER

This proven workhorse of General Use carabiners is available in both Screw-Lock and Auto-Lock gates.

- #300110  Screw-Lock, Gold
- #300115  Screw-Lock, Black
- #300120  Auto-Lock, Gold

RESCUE RACK #300890

The Rescue Rack offers several innovative features to provide enhanced performance.

- Large aluminum bars provide excellent control for rescue loads.
- The bars are center drilled to reduce weight and allow better heat dissipation.
- The Turbo Bar at the top has a tie-off pin on the side.

TRAVERSE 540° RESCUE BELAY

Self-locking, easy-to-rig device that meets demanding drop-test criteria: able to hold falling loads quickly while limiting the peak force.

- #331540  Large
- #331542  Small

RAPPEL 8 #300845

The slightly more compact design of the Rappel 8 offers superb control on smaller rope.
ARIZONA VORTEX #727300

The Arizona Vortex is a tripod, bipod, and monopod in one all-inclusive kit.

AZORP KIT (ARIZONA OMNI RIGGING POD #727400

Two-in-one rigging pod allows even greater versatility to the Arizona Vortex System.

NEW ENGLAND RIVER RESCUE ROPE #293220

Intended for high-load applications that normally call for a lifeline, but also require a rope that floats, the New England River Rescue Rope is compatible with Prusik hitches, Gibbs ascenders, pulleys, and other rescue hardware.

SRT THROWLINE #292957

Developed for swiftwater rescue technicians needing the versatility of a throwline with a larger diameter for a better grip, the SRT Throwline is supple enough to fit into a compact throw bag, but has extra strength and is easy to grip when setting tension diagonals or boat lines.

NFPA THROWLINE #293387

Designed to meet the NFPA 1983 specification for a floating water rescue throwline, the NFPA Throwline, made with a Dyneema® core and polypropylene sheath, handles extremely well.

REDI-LINE THROWLINE #292763

An excellent choice for shore-based responders, this cost-effective polypropylene line features hollow-braid construction, which makes it easy to handle and stuff into throw bags.

shop online at LNCURTIS.com
SEW-LOOP PRUSIK

Sewn-Loop Prusiks offer unmatched performance—with strength equivalent to a tied Prusik loop, just without the cumbersome knot.

- #293083 Short, 18”, Red
- #293086 Long, 25”, Green

AZ BOUND-LOOP PRUSIK

Some rescuers prefer a bound-loop style Prusik for cinching the attachment bight around the carabiner to help snug the Prusik to the connector.

- #293386 Long, 25”, Green
- #293383 Short, 18”, Red

PRUSIK CORD & LOAD RELEASE HITCH CORD

CMC Prusik Cord has the right balance of suppleness for reliable activation, but is not so soft that it wears out rapidly.

- #293008 Dark Green, 5mm
- #293011 Orange with Blue Stripe, 6mm
- #293012 Blue with Orange Stripe, 6mm
- #293017 Yellow, 7mm
- #293037 Blue, 7mm
- #293018 Green, 8mm
- #293038 Red, 8mm
- #293039 Orange, 9mm

FLAT WEBBING

While not all flat webs will hold knots securely, the CMC Flat Webbing has been specifically selected for the suppleness necessary to allow knots to be set securely.

- #200111 Orange, 1”
- #200117 Yellow, 1”

TUBULAR WEBBING

- #200101 Orange 1”
- #200102 Blue 1”
- #200103 Red 1”
- #200105 Black 1”
- #200106 Green 1”
- #200107 Yellow 1”
- #200108 OD Green 1”
- #200203 Red 2”

ROPE LOG #993213

The All-Weather Rope Log contains 20 rope log forms on heavy Rite-in-the-Rain™ paper.

This mil-spec needle loom web is comparable in strength and abrasion resistance to the previous-generation shuttle loom (spiral weave) web. Military standards allow for up to three sections per spool.
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NRS NFPA ROPE RESCUE THROW BAG #45104.01

The NRS NFPA Rope Rescue Throw Bag is the ideal choice for the rescue professional or any boater looking for a bag with extra-strong rope that’s easy to grasp and hold onto. Polyethylene-sheathed grab loop makes it super quick and easy to hook on a carabiner.

MESH DUFFEL BAG #440742

Specifically designed for wet conditions.

WATER RESCUE GEAR BAG #440752

Features quick-drain and breathable mesh sides and a durable reinforced vinyl bottom. It can be carried from the top or from the side like a suitcase.

WATER RESCUE PROFESSIONAL THROW BAG, 75 Ft. #MRD075

Specifically designed for wet conditions.

110L HEAVY-DUTY BILL’S BAG #55011.02

Constructed with heavy-duty 21oz. TobaTex, the Bill’s Bags will outlast a generation worth of adventures. The 34oz. TobaTex bottom extends six inches up the sides for extra wear protection.

PRO POCKET

The Pro Pocket is designed to carry your accessory equipment such as runners, prusiks, trauma shears, gloves, etc. securely attached to your harness instead of in a Stuff Bag where the contents sink below the harness’s leg straps, which can be difficult to access.

65L BILL’S BAG DRY BAG #55012.02

Outfitters, guides and weekend warriors have relied on Bill’s Bags to keep their overnight gear dry trip after trip, year after year. This midsize dry bag can compact enough to fit in overhead compartments of most airlines and is the perfect size for weekend and overnight trips.

HIGH ROLL DUFFEL DRY BAG #55024.02

High Roll Duffel Dry Bags deliver the same rugged dependability as the legendary Bill’s Bags, but in a duffel-style design that makes packing your gear, and finding it later, easy.

shop online at LNCURTIS.com
WATER RESCUE KIT - RESCUE SWIMMER #501502

This package has the basic personal protective equipment needed by anyone responding to a water rescue incident as a rescue swimmer. Appropriate thermal protection such as a dry suit or wet suit should be added.

WATER RESCUE KIT - SHORE BASED #501501

This package has the basic personal protective equipment needed to respond to a water rescue incident or work within 15 ft. of moving water. The rescuer should add a dry suit or wet suit as appropriate for thermal protection. The included throwline bag allows assignment as a downstream safety.

RIVER RESCUE Z-RIG KIT #501505

This package includes the water-compatible components you need for setting up a 3:1 mechanical advantage system for water rescue incidents. ProTech Pulleys help keep the bulk and weight down, and an included Rappel 8 allows for a lowering system as well.
EZ-STUFF THROWLINE BAG SET
#291550

EZ-Stuff throwline bag stands up and stays open when feeding rope, due to its unique flat bottom and trademarked side-grommet location. Hang the bag from your PFD and feed the throwline over your shoulder with the EZ-Stuff bag wide open for efficient stuffing.

REDI-LINE THROWLINE BAG SET

The pack cloth bags feature CMC’s quick-release strap and top handle for easy throwing. An Ethafoam disc provides flotation.

• #291350 for 50 ft.
• #291375 for 75 ft.

SRT THROWLINE BAG SET

This set features the SRT Throwline, a multi-use water rescue line, in several lengths and types of bags. The pack cloth and mesh bags both have an Ethafoam disk for added flotation.

#291100 for Yellow Mesh (100 ft.)
#291250 for Orange Pack Cloth (50 ft.)
#291275 for Orange Pack Cloth (75 ft.)

NFPA THROWLINE BAG SET

CMC’s NFPA Throwline Bag Set combines the CMC Rescue NFPA Throwline with the economical pack cloth bags. The 8-mm diameter line allows for a very compact throw bag.

• #291750 for 50 ft.
• #291775 for 75 ft.

THROWLINE BAGS (ONLY)

Special UV-resistant, high-strength mesh throwline bags and pack cloth throwline bags are available without rope.

• #433075 Large Mesh, Yellow
• #433175 Large Pack Cloth, Orange
• #433150 Medium Pack Cloth, Orange
• #433135 Small Pack Cloth, Orange
LITTERS & STRETCHERS

RIT-CRAFT #478103

- Applications include swift water, flat water, ice, snow
- 12 ft long and 58 in beam
- Open transom for easy victim retrieval
- Shallow draft for easy pivoting and maneuverability
- Rapid deployment design, inflation in minutes using SCBA or compressor
- High-visibility colors for identification
- Field repair kit included

TRAVERSE ADVANTAGE PLASTIC STRETCHER #726125

Featuring a fully internal stainless steel frame combined with a high-density polyethylene plastic shell that protects the patient and provides a smooth bottom surface for sliding, this litter’s frame provides a 11.1 kN strength rating.

FERNO FASTRAP QUICK RESTRAINT SYSTEM #726477

This ten-point, five-strap system quickly and effectively secures patients to backboards and other devices.

FERNO MILLENNIA BACKBOARD #726400

The compact tapered design of the Millennia backboard provides easy maneuverability and storage. The sealed construction has high resistance to fluids, chemicals, and temperature. Ten X-ray translucent, polycarbonate speed-clip pins allow a variety of strapping configurations. Straps not included.

LITTER FLOTATION COLLAR #726210

The lightweight Traverse Rescue Flotation Collar provides flotation assistance during patient handling in water. Its flexible, two piece design allows for quick and easy installation on a wide variety of basket stretchers. (Basket stretcher not included)

FERNO QUICK-CONNECT BACKBOARD STRAPS #726401

This two-inch wide strap connects with brass clips to the speed clips on the Ferno Millennia backboard and other backboards with pins. Seatbelt-type buckles allow quick and secure patient attachment.
SKED STRETCHER FLOTATION SYSTEM #756001

The flotation system for the Sked Stretcher maintains the patient in a nearly vertical position. It is designed so that a patient in the water can be loaded into the stretcher.

CEARLEY RESCUE STRAP #201104

Rapidly secures a victim under difficult conditions.

LSP CINCH RESCUE COLLAR #721593

The Cinch Rescue Collar allows a victim to enter the collar from either side.

CARLSON DESIGN RESCUE BOARD #479000

This oversized “boogie board” is used for swiftwater rescue. Four handles allow a solid grip for maximum control. Board features increased durability with armored tails and sealed rails—super improvements for safety. Made of closed cell foam with a hard plastic bottom for stiffness and durability.

shop online at LNCURTIS.com
ZEN RESCUE PFD #40030.02

The Zen PFD is a low-profile rescue jacket with all the features essential to assist guides and experienced paddlers in a swiftwater rescue situation. It is a Type V life jacket delivering 17.5 pounds of flotation.

BIG WATER V PFD #472152

A high flotation jacket with a universal fit that wraps easily around anyone’s torso while offering excellent mobility during a water rescue, it features four front buckles to make entry, exit, and adjustment simple and quick.

CREW UNIVERSAL PFD #470143

The ideal general-purpose life jacket for providing safety and comfort when on or near the water, the NRS Crew Universal PFD features a highly adjustable universal fit and durable construction.

RAPID RESCUER PFD #40025.01

Type V: The Extrasport Universal Rescuer is a fullFeatured PFD that’s built tough. 22 lbs of flotation, rescue belt, four lash tabs, two pockets, reflective tape.

ProSERIES BREATHABLE DRY SUIT

- #475902 Small
- #475903 Medium
- #475904 Large
- #475905 X-Large
- #475906 2X-Large

SAR MESH PFD

- #477262 Small
- #477263 Medium
- #477264 Large
- #477265 X-Large
- #477266 2X-Large
- #477267 3X-Large

WATER RESCUE TETHER #201707

This strong tether, made from 1-inch tubular web with a built-in bungee, works as a “live bait” water rescue attachment to your PFD.

ECONOMY DRY SUIT

- #475752 Small
- #475753 Medium
- #475754 Large
- #475755 X-Large
- #475756 2X-Large
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RADIO HOLSTER #240027
Versatile Radio Holster can be carried on the belt using the loop slot or over the shoulder when looped through webbing.

AKUA RESCUE KNIFE #620656
The Akua Rescue Knife attaches easily and securely to your PFD, boat deck, BCD, or leg. When the situation arises, quickly release the knife, and cut your way free with the serrated blade, or notify your dive partner with the rounded tank banger.

RES-Q-RENCHE #SPAN1
• Carbide tip window punch
• Heavy-duty seat belt cutter
• Pry bar for windows
• Door or window prop

SWIM SEAL MASK #479711
This mask provides eye protection and visibility on a PWC or in the water. With a face seal made of shape-retaining, hypo-allergenic medical silicone, the mask provides an anatomic fit.

PADDLERS GLOVES
- #254102 Small
- #254103 Medium
- #254104 Large
- #254105 X-Large

NEOPRENE COLD WATER GLOVES #5600 STEARNS
2-mm neoprene cold weather gloves with rugged shark skin palm for a sure grip.

PICK-OF-LIFE ICE AWL #45310.01
Pick-of-Life awls are for self-rescue, allowing you to crawl on top of the ice using the picks as traction. You can also slide them to someone who has fallen through the ice.

FOX 40 WHISTLE #180011
Without a "pea" that will stick or swell when wet, this whistle works under almost all conditions, including under water.

shop online at LNCURTIS.com
KASK SUPER PLASMA HELMET

The Kask Super Plasma helmets have been specifically designed for professional rescue and work-at-height applications. They are lightweight, compact, amazingly comfortable and well-ventilated with 10 air intakes, equipped with protective aluminum anti-intrusion grills to deflect debris and water.

KASK HELMET DECAL SET

- #346702 SAR
- #346701 Firefighter
- #346703 USAR

SUNBRERO

Adjustable Sunbrero fits over your helmet to block the sun from your face, ears, and the back of your neck. Its black undersurface prevents sun reflection, and it also works well in the rain.

- #492155 Black
- #492159 Gray

ACR C-STROBE™ #144910

The slim, lightweight and versatile design of the new LED C-Strobe fits easily in a pocket or hangs discreetly when attached to a life jacket or backpack. The flexible lashing loops on the side of the product allow for multiple mounting options including the webbing on your backpack or straps on your life jacket.

ACR FIREFLY® PRO SOLAS STROBE LIGHT #144930

The Firefly® PRO SOLAS Emergency Distress Strobe Light is the state-of-the-art heir to its famous forerunners, the Firefly® 3. State of the art lamp/lens combo for high intensity flash. Large sliding switch allows for easy operation with gloves.

#144930

PRINCETON TEC SYNC HEADLAMP #130950

The Sync headlamp features a stable, asymmetrical single arm bracket and integrated essential modes which equates to an easy to use interface. Sync allows direct access to a red LED, spot beam, and flood beam by a twist of the power dial. For those times that require max output a further rotation of the dial activates Dual-beam mode – spot and flood at the same time.
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PRINCETON TEC APEX HEADLAMP
#130701

The brightest headlamp in Princeton Tec’s professional series, the waterproof Apex incorporates a single Regulated Maxbright LED plus four Regulated Ultradirect LEDs.

CFD K-9 LIFE JACKET #40023.01

Additional safety for any dog that spends time near the water. Simple design fits snug and secure without interfering with the dog’s normal activities. Sizes: XS thru XL

TOW TETHER #50005.01.101

This strong tether with a built-in bungee is used with the quick-release harnesses on rescue PFDs.

HAVOC LIVERY HELMET #42604.01

The NRS Havoc Helmet is your one-size-fits-most solution to whitewater safety. The DialFit system lets you quickly and easily adjust the fit to accommodate almost any head size.

Available in blue, yellow, red, white and black.

WATER RESISTANT RADIO HARNESS

- #240041 Water Radio Harness with Aqua Pac Radio Bag
- #421103 Aqua Pac Radio Bag Only

WORKBOOT WETSHOES #30037.01

Used by river professionals, rescue agencies and Navy SEALs, the NRS Workboot Wetshoe is the hardest-working river boot on the market today.

ATB WEBSHOE #30029.01

The NRS ATB Wetshoe combines the rock-solid Workboot sole with the simplicity and warmth of a zippered neoprene upper. All-terrain traction, protection and support.

WARNING: This product can expose you to Chloroprene and Carbon Black, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

shop online at LNCURTIS.com
A full-coverage wetsuit designed specifically for rescue crews. The NRS Rescue Wetsuit provides a high level of insulation, while retaining mobility.

The breathable, waterproof, 320-denier TriTon™ fabric will hold up to years of abuse.

Super tough Cordura® exterior material reinforces seat, elbows and knees for rugged protection in high-wear areas.

With fewer seams, the Extreme SAR is now lighter than before making it easier to accomplish those physically-demanding rescues.

Available in High Vis Green or Red.

The SRT Accessory Belt holds a fin on each hip with buckles that allow quick release of the fins even when in the water.

This vest blends two core competencies - inflatable flotation and foam flotation – to offer a slim profile flotation solution.

High buoyancy (25lbs) USCG approved Type V SAR PFD designed specifically to meet the needs of rescue professionals facing the challenges of swift water.

Designed for water rescue and SAR swimming, these fins have a short shape for explosive thrust and exceptional maneuverability.

- #474150 Shredder Fins
- #474151 Replacement Strap
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**SENTINEL SERIES WATER RESCUE DRY SUIT #MSD624**

Ideal for personal suit issue protocols, the MSD624 is a waterproof and breathable constant wear water rescue dry suit specifically designed for flood, swift water and ice rescue situations.

#MSD624

**SENTINEL SERIES DRY SUIT LINER #MSL600-GS**

Designed with a combination Polartec® classic 200 fleece and Polartec® Power Stretch fleece, this dry suit liner provides extra insulation protection when in cold water and also helps reduce the thermal burden out of the water.

#MSL600-GS

**WATER RESCUE DRY SUIT #MSD576**

The next evolution of Mustang Survival’s constant wear dry suit. It is based on the functionality of the legendary Swift Water Rescue Dry Suit and is available in sizes M-XXL.

#MSD576

**VERSATILE RESCUE VEST #PFD 1650**

This U.S. Coast Guard-approved PFD with 22.5 lbs. (100 Newtons) of buoyancy is a truly versatile take on the traditional life vest.

#PFD 1650

**DECON WADERS #USIASYSWB01**

DECON Washdown Waders are designed for use during floods or highly contaminated water situations where full dry suit encapsulation is not yet required. Made of a double sided high-density 400 denier urethane coated material with no exposed threads or seams.

#USIASYSWB01

**TYPE III SAR VEST #PFD 4185**

The attached leg strap, emergency whistle and light loop for flashlight storage is great for water rescues.

#PFD 4185

**PERSONAL GEAR**

shop online at LNCURTIS.com
ICE RESCUE SUIT #1595 ICE RESCUE
Made with 100% closed-cell neoprene and featuring a built-in chest harness with stainless steel D-rings for improved lift assistance and added clip-on storage, you'll be ready to tackle even the most formidable outdoor rescue scenarios.

IMMERSION SUIT, TYPE S #1590 COAST GUARD
The survival suits are designed to help protect from hypothermia in the water with 5-mm, stretchable, flame-retardant neoprene. Added inflatable head supports, face shields and five-fingered, integrated gloves offer added protection from the cold—while still allowing for comfortable movement.

SWIM SEAL MASK #479711
This mask provides eye protection and visibility on a PWC or in the water. With a face seal made of shape-retaining, hypoallergenic medical silicone, the mask provides an anatomic fit. Its large contact surface delivers more comfort and exceptional resistance to leaks. A fog-and scratch-resistant Plexisol® lens provides 100% UV protection, and the unique wraparound shape delivers 180 degrees of visibility.

MAUI RESCUE DIVE MASK #2370503350

COLD WATER 7MM DIVE HOOD #237001164
The RescueTech1 Dive Hood is made entirely of HS200 high stretch neoprene for exceptional comfort and fit.

MILITARY FLEX SNORKEL #23706930
Classic neoprene rubber design with flex tube. Used by military units worldwide for its versatility and performance. Ideal for rescue and recover dive teams. Includes keeper for mask strap.

UNIVERSAL RESCUE FINS #45202.01
Designed to meet the demands of swiftwater rescue professionals, the NRS Universal Swim Fins also work well for riverboarding and general river snorkeling.
LIGHTWEIGHT WATER RESCUE GLOVES #2370334

Lightweight, durable glove for all rescuers. 2mm Neoprene on back for lightweight comfort and protection. Palm and fingers of reinforced Amara for durability. Stretch elastic band with velcro closure.

MAXIM GLOVES #25039.03

The thick neoprene construction and fleece-lined interior of NRS Maxim Gloves keep hard-charging paddlers’ hands warm and fingers nimble in the colder seasons.

MEN’S PADDLE WETSHOES #30034.03

A versatile shoe, the warm and comfortable NRS Men’s Paddle Wetshoe has side zipper entry and is easy to put on over bare feet, wetsocks or drysuit socks.

BOUNDARY SHOES #30035.01

The NRS Boundary Shoe is a high-top, waterproof and warm boot. Great for those wet, soggy put-ins and portages. Individually tested to ensure waterproofness.

PILOT KNIFE #47300.02

Both rescue professionals and recreational boaters love the features of the NRS Pilot Knife. Not only does its unique design attract attention, the sheath provides convenient access and release of the knife when you need it most.

CAPTAIN RESCUE KNIFE #47307.02

The folding, lock-blade NRS Captain Rescue Knife is a great choice for guides and swiftwater rescue professionals. Features a rope cutting hook at the tip and a quick-slicing serrated edge.

Keep the Pilot Knife protected with the Pilot Knife Sheath. Made from fiberglass-reinforced nylon, spring steel and high-strength aluminum, the sheath fits both stainless steel and titanium Pilot Knife models.

WARNING: This product can expose you to Chloroprene and Carbon Black, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
The Sling Projectile inflates on contact with the water to become a flotation collar for the subject or, at minimum, an easy-to-hold floating ring.

RESQMAX SWIFTWATER RESCUE KIT 
#564020

The super soft body is coated with heavy marine vinyl for maximum durability. Its security lines are nylon, and the one-piece body belt is polypropylene. All hardware is stainless steel. The USCG approved bronze snap hook won’t rust or corrode.

RESQMAX COMPLETE KIT #564060

The ResQmax Complete Kit provides versatility with a Line Projectile for delivering a messenger line or a Sling Projectile for deploying an inflatable sling.

RESQMAX OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

• #563000 Streamline Line Projectile
• #563050 Streamline Training Projectile, Red Cover
• #567120 CO2 Capsules and Water Soluble Bobbins (pack of 5)

RESQMAX GRAPPLING HOOK 
#567010

This fixed grappling hook features three non-barbed tines. Made from titanium for high strength and light weight.

RESQMAX GRAPPLING HOOK 
#567010

This USCG-approved ring buoy has a urethane foam core, which is resistant to gasoline, oil, and most chemicals.

• #710241
• #710249 (with Reflective Tape)

RESCUE BUOY

This classic lifeguard rescue can, with six easy-to-hold handles, features a recessed cavity with a hook-and-loop strap for storing a Pocket Mask (not included). Its lightweight design has less drag in water.

RESCUE CAN #710082

The super soft body is coated with heavy marine vinyl for maximum durability. Its security lines are nylon, and the one-piece body belt is polypropylene. All hardware is stainless steel. The USCG approved bronze snap hook won’t rust or corrode.

RESCUE TUBE #710080

This fixed grappling hook features three non-barbed tines. Made from titanium for high strength and light weight.

ADJUSTABLE LITTER STRAP #201102-01

Allows for minor adjustments to be made while the litter is being carried. Quickly releasing the buckle extends the strap, preventing the rescuer from being pulled down with the litter.

LOAD RELEASE STRAP #201108

The Load Release Strap makes sizing and tying a load-releasing hitch fast and easy.

LOAD RELEASE STRAP #201108
8 LINK #201202

8 Link allows you to extend your figure 8 descender further away from your harness to make room for a safety Prusik hitch below the descender. It attaches to the figure 8 with a girth hitch. Multiple carabiner slots allow proper length adjustment.

MULTI-LOOP STRAPS

Made of 1-inch (25-mm) mil-spec tubular web, these straps allow you to tie into your anchor with just the right length of web.

- #201012 Small
- #201013 Medium
- #201014 Large

FASTLINK PICK-OFF STRAP #201107

This is the only Pick-Off Strap with two carabiners incorporated directly into the strap, which reduces the overall weight. Uses the same high-strength, mil-spec web and adjuster hardware as the original Pick-Off Strap.

PICK-OFF STRAP #201106

CMC created the Pick-Off Strap so that a rescuer could quickly connect to the victim and then adjust the strap to the desired length. The Pick-Off Strap works well for positioning the victim for a lowering or rappel-based pick-off, or for an assisted rappel.

RUNNERS

Made from 1-inch (25-mm) mil-spec tubular web, these runners have a loop sewn at each end. Available in four sizes that have proven popular for rescue operations, the large size works well for tying a mariner’s knot. The minimum breaking strength end to end is 19 kN (4,200 lbf).

UTILITY LOOPS

Designed for placing protection when climbing towers, Utility Loops allow versatility in setting anchors.

shop online at LNCURTIS.com
ETRIER and ETRIER with TIE-IN
Made of 1-inch (25-mm) mil-spec tubular web and designed specifically for rescue, this etrier is superior for litter tending and other vertical activities.

#201161 Orange
#201171 Yellow
#201132 Red with Tie-In
#201122 Blue with Tie-In

OTTER 130 SELF-BAILING RAFT
#85012.01

The 13’ NRS Otter 130 is a popular Otter™ raft. You can paddle it with up to eight crew members, load it for a weekend trip, or add an NRS fishing frame to go where your buddy’s drift boat can’t.

ADJUSTABLE FOOT LOOP #201195
Adjustable Foot Loop is designed to be used in conjunction with an ascender / rope grab for ascending purposes. Connect an ascender to the top loop adjacent to the adjuster buckle. The yellow tether can be connected to your harness by clipping into any single loop on the tether for adjustment. The new upper buckle makes adjusting the length easier and an extra layer of web holds the foot loop open. Light and compact, it fits easily in your gear bag.

RQ3 FIRE HOSE INFLATION SYSTEM
Useful for both swiftwater and ice rescue. Filled with air, the hose floats and is rigid enough to be passed across water or ice to a victim.

MAN OVERBOARD INFLATABLE LIFE RING #I014YEL-00-000
This inflatable buoy comes contained in a compact, reusable, break-away pouch for easy throwing. The CO2 cartridge automatically inflates the ring in less than five seconds when it makes contact with water.
Be emergency ready with a U.S. Coast Guard-approved Stearns® Type IV 30-in. Ring Buoy. Molded from high-impact, low-density polyethylene, this industrial-grade life buoy is built to last, even after repeated exposure to harsh weather. This ring can also be used with quick-release buoy brackets for rapid deployment during emergencies.

- Orange
- White
- Orange with reflective tape

The universal size 6 3/8 in. x 3 3/4 in. comfortably holds most life buoys, keeping them up and off the ground. Each easily attaches to one side with two 1/4 in. screws (not included).

For use with the Stearns® VR™ Versatile Rescue Vest, this tether was specifically designed for the needs of advanced rescue personnel and supports up to 1,100 lbs. (499 kg) when used in conjunction with the Stearns® I650 cam lock buckle release system.

The fluorescent green dye inside the yellow pouch is visible for more than a mile, creating a larger target for rescue teams and workers.

Reversible Buoy made of structural foamed resin. Includes over 100 ft. polyethylene 225 lbf. test line.

Severe-duty 3-point non-invasive hookup system with replaceable components. Over 450 lbs. of deadweight buoyancy. Ten fiber reinforced, tacky-when-wet handles are anchored internally.
These educational and training resources and more are available from FIREBOOKS.com

WATER RESCUE MANIKIN #781326

These adult and adolescent models are made of durable vinyl plastic with rust-resistant stainless steel skeletons and articulated joints. When filled with water, manikin will submerge to the neck. Add additional 5-10 pounds of weight to sink (weights not supplied; a brick will do).

MAN OVERBOARD-GEN2 #23950150

The Man Overboard Water Rescue Manikin is built to simulate an unconscious victim in the water, floating at an angle of 45 degrees with just the head and shoulders above the water. It can be made to float horizontally by simply removing the 6 foam pieces from the front chest of the coverall and adding three pieces to the pockets on each leg.